THE ALL NEW Intellivision

DIRECT TO YOU!
Our pledge ... better service ...

Dear Friend:

INTELLIVISION, for the past 10 years, has provided you with quality products and great game play experiences.

And now the NEW INTELLIVISION continues to be even more committed to providing you with excellence and fun ... now and in the future.

In our effort to serve you better, you will order direct from the NEW INTELLIVISION. Our operators are on line and ready to take your order — no more middle man. The NEW INTELLIVISION will do it all. We will take your order, process it quickly and accurately, ship it on time, and respond quickly to any customer service issues.

The NEW INTELLIVISION has been re-designed to give you more fun, quicker response, better response, and hours of exciting game play!

The NEW INTELLIVISION offers you more of the best in Super Pro Sports ... Super Pro Football, Super Pro Basketball, plus more! Try the all new Super Pro Decathlon, Super Pro Skiing, and Super Pro Wrestling. One and two player games and even two players against the computer.

And soon there will be even more Super Pro Sports for you to play. Games like "SPIKER" — Super Pro Volleyball, Monster Truck Rally, and Super Pro Pool/Billiards ... but that's not all!

You'll find more ARCADE HITS, too! The NEW INTELLIVISION brought you arcade classics like Pac-Man, Dig Dug, Pole Position, and Commando. Soon you can order KARATEKA, CHOPLIFTER, and FLIGHT SIMULATOR!

The NEW INTELLIVISION is committed to you, our customer. INTELLIVISION is designed in America, built in America, and will continue to be available to you for years to come.

The NEW INTELLIVISION is #1 in Super Pro Sports and direct to you!

We appreciate your support and we look forward to serving you.
SUPER PRO DECATHLON

The winner of the Decathlon is often called the Greatest Athlete in the World—competitors must show world-class skill in 10 different events! Speed and endurance on the track, form and timing on the jumps. Strength and determination on the throws. Now put yourself to the test with 10 tough contests that will challenge you like never before! Don't be surprised if you find yourself out of breath and your heart racing!
- 10 Complete Events! 100 Meter Dash! Hurdles! Long Jump! High Jump! Pole Vault! Discus! Shot Put! Javelin! Triple Jump! 400 Meter Run!
- Compete in the full Decathlon, or practice individual events.
- Requires speed, endurance, agility, and concentration—just as if you were on the field!
- 1 to 4 players can compete!
- 3 difficulty levels.

Item No. 9008 $19.95

BODY SLAM! SUPER PRO WRESTLING

ALL RIGHT YOU CREEPS—this is the one you've been waiting for—BODY SLAM!!!—the roughest, fastest, wildest game ever! Climb in the ring with one of the toughest, craziest ANIMALS in the WHOLE WORLD—like JACK HAMMER, BARON VON THUUD, and DR. PAIN!!! They look pretty funny, huh? Well, ha ha ha—they want to TEAR YOUR LAUGHIN' HEAD OFF! What'sa matter—AM I SCARING YOU?!!! C'mon—you can learn the moves: THE HEAD BUTT (OOOOOOO!!!)—THE BAZOOKA PUNCH (BOOM!!!)—THE SPIN HEAVE (HEEHEE'S OUTTA HERE!!!)—Anything Goes! !!!!

ARGHHH!!! Pin Your Opponent in a Zany Free-For-All Match!

OOOFF!!! Pick 'im Up! Spin 'im! Toss 'im Outta the Ring!

CHASE 'IM THROUGH THE BLOOD-THIRSTY CROWD!

GLURK!!! 12 Tough, Bizarre Characters to Become or to Battle!

UNNH!!! 25 Different Moves to Master, from the defensive POSSUM ROLE to the devastating POWER KICK!

YIPES!!! Play One-On-One or Tag Team!

AACK!!! 6 Skill Levels for Constant Challenge!

UUULP!!! Battle a Friend or a Merciless Computer Controlled Opponent!

See yoself in the ring, IF YOU GUT THE GUTS!

Item No. 9009 $19.95 FOR ONE OR TWO PLAYERS

SUPER PRO SKIING

The thrills and excitement of a day on the slopes! Explore the turns and obstacles of the unknown courses or slalom through flags at break-neck speeds to beat the clock! All the fun without the lift lines!
- Ski an existing course or design your own!
- For the ultimate challenge, "Helicopter Skiing" drops you onto an uncharted course, created at random by the computer!
- Ski through, over, and around moguls, powder, ice, trees, and patches of ground!
- Race the clock on both downhill and slalom courses!
- The real feel of skiing—perform parallel power turns for speed or snowplow into turns for more control!
- 1 to 6 players can compete!
- Choose steepness from 1 (beginner slope) to 15 (experts only!)

Item No. 9007 $19.95
Intellivision™ Master System

SAVE $10

Turn your television set into an entertainment center for your family and friends with the INTV Master System. Whether you're playing popular arcade games at a party or educational games with your family... the INTV Master System delivers a variety of sounds, musical harmony in three parts, plus a broad range of colors with high-level resolution.

Your Master System comes with complete instructions for connecting to any color TV. Once it is hooked up, you can switch between TV programs and Intellivision games in seconds!

Purchase an INTV Master System and your TV set will never be the same. Choose from sports games, arcade classics, games that test your skill, and educational games. With your INTV Master System you'll discover a whole new world of entertainment and challenge!

The INTV Master System is compatible with all Intellivision and Intellivoice cartridges produced by Mattel or INTV Corporation.

Item No. 3504

**ONLY $69.95** (plus $5.75 shipping and handling)

REPAIR SPECIAL

**SAVE $5.00**

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR REPAIR SERVICE SPECIAL—TELL A FRIEND! WHY LET YOUR INTELLIVISION SIT IN THE CLOSET?

Extended for a limited time, INTV Corp. will service and repair any Intellivision video game system, no matter where or when purchased. Send your system along with this filled out order form, $24.95 plus $5.00 shipping & handling (no cash, please) to INTV Corp. You will receive your like-new unit back in 4 to 6 weeks. You don't need to call! We will notify you when your unit arrives.

**ONLY $24.95** (plus $5.00 shipping and handling)

Offer Expires March 31, 1989

Intellivision Customer Satisfaction Guarantee

We are not satisfied until you are. If for any reason our products are defective or do not operate properly, just return them to us within 30 days of receipt for a prompt replacement. Returns will be accepted only in new condition, complete with original packaging materials.

Customer Name ___________________________ Date ____________

Address ________________________________

City ___________________________ State ______ Zip _______ Tel. __________

Purchase Date ____________ From ______________________

Payment: Check ___________ Money Order ___________ Amount ____________

Charge Card No. ______________________ Exp. Date ___________ Type __________

Brief Description of Problem______________________________

To avoid delays, please make sure payments are included: $24.95 plus $5.00 shipping & handling.

Send unit to: Intellivision

3541-B Lomita Blvd. Offer Expires

Torrance, Ca. 90505 March 31, 1989
SLAM DUNK SUPER PRO BASKETBALL

The only sport game cartridge that lets you manage a pro team, and play every position!

As Owner:
- Assemble your team from a pool of 70 players!
- Player stats based on real major league players!
- Check out salaries—you have to stay within budget!

As Manager:
- Decide when to put players in and when to take them out!
- Keep track of the other team's substitutions.
- Watch for your players getting tired!

As Player:
- YOU run with the ball!
- YOU decide when to pass!
- YOU make the SLAM DUNK!
- Play against a friend or battle the computer!
- 5 different play levels.
- Foul and Free throws!
- 3 point half court shot!
- Call time outs!
- 24 second clock!

Item No. 9001 $18.95

POLE POSITION

Take the controls and wait for the green light.
3...2...1... YOU'RE OFF! Your engine roars! Shift into high, weave through the pack, and pull out into the open!
A tight curve! Tires scream! You start to skid and another car is right in front of you! Swerve onto the grass, race ahead, then back onto the track just before smashing into a road sign! Gun it—seconds count—and you're across the finish line in record time! But that was just the qualifying lap...
- Exciting point-of-view graphics, realistic sound-ffects, and non-stop action put YOU on the racetrack!
- Four different courses to challenge you!
- Run a qualifying lap to earn a starting position in the big race! Run the lap fast enough and earn the Pole Position! Fast reflexes and faster wits are needed to pass computer controlled racers!
- The competition gets tougher the better you get!
- All the thrills of the arcade classic!

4 COURSES TO CHOOSE FROM!

Item No. 9004 $19.95

SUPER PRO FOOTBALL

REAL LIVE ACTION—just like Sunday Football!
- Super Pro-Football—One and two players
- Full football rules and play, including running, passing, punts, interceptions...even 2 point safeties!
- You are the Coach and quarterback.
- You and your opponent call and control the game.
- The challenge is to outwit your opponent or play against the Computer.

Item No. 8400 $17.95

FOR ONE OR TWO PLAYERS

Order toll free 800-BUY-INTV (800-295-4684)
HOVER FORCE

Terrorist helicopter forces have taken over the island city of New Seeburg. Luckily, civilians have been evacuated from the city, but the enemy is causing millions of dollars in damage. Fires are burning out of control throughout the island. We're sending you in with a heavily armed combat helicopter. Your assignment:

- Use RADAR SCREEN to spot and track the enemy!
- Use LASER CANNONS to blast enemy copters out of the sky!
- Aim carefully! Your wild shots can damage the city and lower your rating!
- Use WATER CANNONS to put out fires from mid-air!

Item No. 8500 $15.95

Chip Shot Super Pro Golf

Puts you on the most challenging courses in the world!
- Two years in development by a team of golfers and programmers!
- Most sophisticated video game yet.
- Select an easy or hard course, or put together your own from a selection of 99 holes, many based on the most famous holes in the world!
- Choose from a full bag of clubs!

- The wind can affect your shot: watch the flag to see which way it's blowing!
- You determine how hard the ball is hit, you determine if the ball hooks or slices!
- Watch out for the trees, sand traps and water hazards.
- Close-up view of each green for putting.
- All the challenges and rewards of golfing.

Item No. 8900 $17.95

SLAP SHOT Super Pro Hockey

Incredible action, speed, and sounds put you right on the ice!
- Play against a friend or take on a tough computer-controlled team!
- Full control of all your team's players to pass and shoot!
- Special SLAP SHOT button for a screaming shot into the goal!

- Penalty box!
- Face offs, trapping, interceptions!
- 4 skill levels!

Item No. 9003 $17.95
FOR ONE OR TWO PLAYERS

Order toll free 888-BUY-INTV (888-269-4686)
THE ALL NEW INTELLIVISION!

FROGGER

For one or two players

It's tough to be a frog. Life isn't all lazy days and lily pads—it abounds with dangers. In fact, every leap Frogger takes could be his last. Can you help Frogger survive perils, and hop Frogger to safety?

- Beginner and advanced levels of play
- Cross busy highways and fast-moving rivers
- Watch for diving turtles and alligators and frog-eating snakes

- You're not safe until Frogger's home...
- and even then there are no guarantees

Item No. 6300 $17.95
(while supplies last)

Under license from Sega Enterprises Inc.

LEARNING FUN I

Two fast and fun games in one game cartridge that build your math skills!

- Math Master: Battle math problems to arrive at answers!
- Factor Fun: Use given answers to create problems!

Item No. 9002 $12.95

For one or two players

LEARNING FUN II

Four exciting games in one game cartridge that strengthen your spelling and memory skills while you have fun!

- Crosswords: Build words from a random jumble of letters!
- Word Rockets: Exercise both manual dexterity with spelling skills—launch vowel "rockets" to complete words!
- Word Hunt: Scramble through a jungle, finding letters to build words!
- Memory Fun: Uncover hidden letters two at a time, looking for letters that match. A challenge to your memory!

Item No. 9006 $12.95

For one or two players

SUPER VALUE!

TOWER OF DOOM


- Explore winding corridors! Collect magical treasures! Battle vile monsters! Escape perilous traps!

- Requires quick reflexes and quicker wits—some monsters can only be defeated in battle, others must be bribed with treasure!

Item No. 8600 $17.95

LIFE FORCE 147
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP BASEBALL

Wearing blue uniforms, your home team is up against the fabulous computer-controlled red visitors, or against any "red team" that happens to be in town! These are possibly the MOST REALISTIC BASEBALL PLAYERS you've ever going to manage! Watch the pitcher throw a fast-breaking curve outside, or a fireball right in the middle. Swing that bat all the way for a home run, or drop a bunt. Overrun 1st base! Slide into 2nd or 3rd! Take chances, steal! Run! Run! WATCH OUT! - a fly ball - DOUBLE PLAY!

Item No. 5789 $16.95

COMMANDO

You're on foot, alone, armed with a machine gun and hand grenades. Your goal: advance across deserts and jungles through swarm after swarm of well armed enemy soldiers! The odds are impossible!
• Bullets fly! Grenades explode!
• Run, shoot, keep cool, and maybe, just maybe, you can beat the odds!
• Survive one mission, then it's on to the next, harder than before!

Item No. 9000 $18.95

BURGER TIME

As burger chef Peter Pepper, you're running through the colorful maze assembling the ingredients - nothing can stop you. Except menacing hot dogs and pickles that are out to ruin the meal! Bury them under beef patties, lettuce, and buns. Or, knock them out with pepper. Build four burgers and you're on to the next level.

Item No. 4549 $14.95

Diner

Peter Pepper, the brave chef from BURGER TIME is back! But so are the evil Hot Dogs and some NEW villains - a cheap Cherry, a bad banana and Mugsy, the Mug 'o Root Beer. Peter needs your help to escape these Rotten Foods and get lunch onto the plate!

Item No. 8800 $17.95

FOR ONE OR TWO PLAYERS

Trademark of DATA EAST USA, INC., used under license.
DIG DUG

Burrow your way through a maze of subterranean passages, hunting the deadly Pooka and the fire-breathing Fygar! Break into their tunnels, shoot 'em with your air hose, pump 'em up and... POP! Simple? Not exactly, because now they’re after you! Run away! Dig under that rock just ahead... time it just right... BAM! The rock falls on Fygar! All the thrills and fun of the original arcade hit!

Item No. 9005 $15.95

INTELLIVISION II HAND CONTROLLER

- A replacement item for lost or malfunctioning original hand controller.
- 16-position control disc.
- 12-key keypad.
- 4 action buttons.
- Fully compatible with all Intellivision, Intellivoice games—for Intellivision II only.

Item No. 1105 $12.95 each

DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS COMPUTER LABYRINTH BOARD GAME

An electronic game of strategy, imagination, and adventure. Within the dungeon labyrinth lurks a deadly dragon guarding a fantastic treasure.
- Touch-sensitive electronic playing board
- Computer generated labyrinth
- Electronic sound clues
- Beginner and advanced levels
- Continuous calculation of your warrior's strength

Item No. 1991 $29.95

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

JOY STICK

Slips on to any of your Intellivision, 1, 11, 111 hand controls for extra split second control.

Item No. 2255 $12.95 per pair
Intellivision™ Keyboard and Computer Adaptor

Turn your Intellivision System I, II, or III into a home computer system! Just plug the Computer Keyboard into the Adaptor and your Master Component and you’ve got the power of a fully programmable computer... With all the fun of Intellivision.

A unique color-coded graphics approach teaches BASIC (the built-in language) programming. And educational games like Learning Fun I and II turn your computer into a full-time tutor!

ORDER NOW AND RECEIVE WORLD SERIES MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL... FREE
- 1 or 2 player game
- Simulated TV coverage includes insets and heart of the action camera angles
- Programmable—Choose your line-up from a roster of players whose statistics affect their playing ability.

$69.95 Item No. 4187

plus $6.95 shipping and handling (while supplies last)
*when ordering, specify for use with Intellivision System I, II, or III or order form.

SPECIAL BONUS—ORDER NOW WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

HORSE RACING
You, and up to five players, pick your ponies and place your bets. There are ten different races. Even exacta, trifecta! It takes a true handicapper and lots of luck to come out a winner.
Item No. 1123 $ 9.95

THUNDER CASTLE
A whimsical new medieval fantasy game. You’re the knight in shining armor on your quest for survival. Your journey takes you through the enchanted forest where three dragons wait with heated breath. Then, through a castle maze with three wicked wizards.
Item No. 4469 $16.95

BOXING
This one takes finely-tuned reflexes. feint, duck, block, jab and go for the knockout! Each punch uses up precious energy and it takes plenty of stamina to go the distance. Fifteen rounds, six different boxers, four skill levels. A challenging two-player game.
Item No. 1819 $ 9.95

BOWLING
Ten frames of championship bowling skill. Select the ball weight you prefer. Decide how “slick” you want the alley. Up to four players can vie for a 300-score. The crowd loves it! But the strikes and spares are never easy, so bring your skill along.
Item No. 3333 $ 9.95
DEFENDER
Landers, Bombers, Baiters, Pods and Swimmers. The alien has come and defeated at the hands of crazed invaders threatens the Humanoids. The planet's only hope is your spaceship. Defender.
Item No. 7025  $6.95

LAS VEGAS ROULETTE
Join the high rollers at the roulette table! Place your bets, then spin the wheel! Try your own system, but watch out! Lady luck is fickle — your winnings may dwindle . . . or disappear. All the fun and suspense of Las Vegas!
Item No. 1118  $12.95

MISSION X
You're flying a top secret bombing raid over enemy territory. Your mission: To wipe out the enemy battleships, tanks, artillery guns and bridges that come into view as you sweep over the country. Watch out for enemy flak and gunfire! Touch down and go at it again.
Item No. 4437  $14.95

ADVANCED DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS — TREASURE OF TARMIN
The search for treasure leads to high adventure as you wind through an underground maze of corridors, gates, hidden doors, ladders, and rooms. Inside the maze are weapons, magical items, and the Tarmin Treasure. But beware! Within these walls also lurk deadly monsters and terrifying beasts . . . just waiting for you.
Item No. 5300  $12.95

WORLD CUP SOCCER
Play with an opponent or against your Intellivision unit. It offers more real life-like gameplay with such added game-play features as heading the ball, tackling, the option of changing players during game-play, and direct or indirect kicking after penalties are called. It's so life-like that you have a full team of players.
Item No. 8100  $15.95

SUB HUNT
You go to sea in 4 submarines, one at a time. Your mission is to intercept and destroy six convoys of enemy ships, even though each convoy has a destructor escort that can quickly find you and fire depth charges with deadly accuracy. Look through the periscope . . . aim at the ships, fire your torpedoes, then DIVE — DIVE! The chase is on!
Item No. 3408  $6.95

CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS
All the tension and excitement of Wimbledon grips you, as you serve deep into the backcourt. Then you return a lob with a smashing backhand, just out of reach of your opponent's outstretched racquet.
Item No. 8200  $13.95

PINBALL
It's all here! The sounds, skill, hits and misses of the real thing. There's bumpers, flippers, targets and even a "blimp" feature. Work your way up through 3 screens, each with a different playing set-up.
Item No. 5356  $15.95

PAC-MAN
The refinements of dot chewing lead to high scores as hungry Pac-Man avoids ambush by vicious goblins. All the fun and excitement of the real arcade version!
Item No. 8000  $16.95
THE ALL NEW Intellivision™
DIRECT TO YOU! ORDER TOLL FREE!

- Send the ALL NEW INTELLIVISION Catalog to your friends in time for the Holidays (see order form for details)
- Watch for even more great NEW games coming soon
  SUPER PRO MONSTER TRUCK RALLY
  SUPER PRO VOLLEYBALL
  SUPER PRO EUROPEAN BIKE RALLY
  SUPER PRO POOL/BILLIARDS
  SUPER PRO AUTO RACING
  SUPER PRO HORSE RACING
  KARATEKA
  FLIGHT SIMULATOR
  CHOPLIFTER
  And More!

- Helpful Hints When Ordering By Phone
  — Have a pen and paper ready
  — Have your catalog order form filled out
  — Have your credit card information ready

- Now you can qualify for a FREE GIFT plus A VALUABLE DISCOUNT (see order form for details)

- OUR NEW DIRECT PHONE NUMBER — CALL TOLL FREE
  800-BUY-INTV (800-289-4688)

INTELLIVISION
3541-B Lomita Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90505